The ever-accelerated of communication technology narrows the distance among people. Telephone, as the main communication tool, has connected us quietly, and a huge social network is formed. The current call log data is used to summarize and analyze so as to make a reasonable decision, and thus to improve communication facilities, develop new communications businesses, and ensure that the communication company can keep its advantages to achieve more economic benefit.
Introduction
In recent years, communication business has developed prosperously, with the continuous intensification of market competition and the decrease of the telephone charge, the analysis on consumer behaviors becomes more and more important.
The operating company should launch a new business for consumers according to their different needs, so as to achieve economic benefit. This paper divides the consumers based on their call logs, and the main difficulty is that they don't have a standard, which means that quantitative analysis cannot be taken and the specific number of categories is unknown. Therefore, based on the above features, a fuzzy International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) clustering analysis is adopted in this paper, and the consumers should be classified effectively through the validity control which decides the number of categories based on data features, further to deal with this kind of problem.
Fuzzy clustering analysis of communication data
In the field of information fusion, there are many definitions of information fusion. The quite exact concept is that: the multi-sensor information resources in different time and space are used, and computer technology is taken to analyze automatically, integrate, dominate and use the multi-sensor observation information by time sequence under a certain criterion, and to achieve the consistent interpretation and description of the measured object, so as to complete the decision and the estimated task, further to ensure that the system can achieve a more superior performance than its various components.
Establishment of the model
As for 300 consumers, we assume that the choices in 10 days are random, which means that call records in 10 days can represent their usual level, so the data we got is reliable.
As for the operators, the value of one user lies in the profit he or she brings to the company, and usually the profit made by users is related to their total call time(tm). Meanwhile considering that the existing telephone charge in market is mainly one-way charge system, so it is related to the proportion (rv) between Therefore, we choose four data as the characteristic variable of every user, according to the given parameter list, MATLAB is used to obtain these four data of every user, thus to work out the matrix X, X is the limited sample matrix under four-dimensional space. And then the FCM clustering algorithm is used to take the classification.
The principle of FCM clustering algorithm:
For the matrix X under four-dimensional space, we divide the users into c fuzzy classes, and put ci for the center of clustering in i class
for the Euclidean distance between the center of clustering in i
classes and the j-data point, the weighted index
Membership U for the matrix of 300 c × , and they meet the following formula: The steps of FCM algorithm are as follows:
Initialization: c for the number of cluster categories, 2 c n ≤ ≤ for the number of data, ε for the iteration stop threshold, m for the weighted index; the affiliated matrix U is initialized by random number whose value belongs to [0, 1] , and it should meet the constraint condition of formula (1).
Step 1: calculate c clustering centers ci, i=1,..., c.
Step 2: calculate the objective function formula (2), when J is less than ε or relative to the last one, and the variation of J is less than ε , then stop.
Step 3: recalculate the affiliated matrix U, and return to Step 1.
The whole process is to make iterative changes on clustering center and classification matrix. The convergence of this algorithm has been proved. FCM algorithm can converge the local minimum point or saddle point of its objective function Jm (U, P) along an iterative sequence from any initial points.
Further improvement of the model:
Although users can be divided into several random categories through the above method, it will cause a problem: we don't know how many categories would be suitable and more effective. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, we introduce and adopt the fuzzy clustering validity function: According to the function, the steps of determining the optimal class number n*are as follows:
The range of c belongs to [2, ] n , which is given based on the using experiences of many researches and theory basis.
Calculate the value of V corresponding to every integer c when 2≤c≤" n.
Compare the value of every V, the value of c corresponding to the smallest V is the solution.
Model solving
The matrix manipulation is taken to judge the clustering validity, and FCM function is used to cluster above data, part of the code is as follows: Generally, set m=2, and the weights of the denominator is 1, when classnumber is [2, 17] , the validity index will get the following result, c=6, v=11.0643. And it can be sure that when c=6, V takes the minimum, that is the optimal class number n*=6. Thus there are 6 classes, and the clustering center matrix is: 
The matrix corresponds to the followings:
[ 
Conclusion
The computer technology is taken to analyze automatically, integrate, dominate and use the multi-sensor observation information by time sequence under a certain criterion, and to achieve the consistent interpretation and description of the measured object, so as to complete the decision and the estimated task, further to ensure that the system can achieve a more superior performance than its various components.
